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Braintree

All

Kings Church, Red Willow, Harlow CM19 5PA

Chairman:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Hon Member BBKA

Richard Ridler, Old Barn House, 36, Walden Road, Sewards End, Saffron Walden,
Essex. CB10 2LF. email chair@ebka.org
tel. 01799 218 023
Ms Pat Allen,
8 Frank’s Cottages, St Mary’s Lane, Upminster, Essex RM14 3NU
email pat.allen@btconnect.com
tel. 01708 220 897
Bob Manning 12, Moorland Close, Collier Row, RM5 2AB
email treasurer@ebka.org
tel: 01708 760 770

Divisional Trustees:
Braintree

James Jolley

mrjolley@live.co.uk

Chelmsford

Richard Alabone

r.alabone@sky.com

Colchester

Lee Bartrip

leebartrip@gmail.com

Propolis—the magic medicine. Richard Ridler

Dengie Hundred & Maldon
Epping Forest

Ian Nichols

ian@iannichols.demon.co.uk

The Norton PH, Cold Norton CM3 6JE

Harlow

Mike Barke

mjbarke@googlemail.com

Romford

Pádraig Floyd

psafloyd@yahoo.com

‘ Nasty Nosema - how it affects your bees and how
to recognise and tteat it’

Saffron Walden
Southend

Penny Learmonth
Marguerita Wilson

penny.learmonth@mail.adsl4less.com

Microscopy Course Feedback - Ian Grant & Steve
Fairchild - The Link, Rainsford Road, Chelmsford
CM1 2XB

- Thaxted Guildhall CM6 2LA
Microscopy/Nosema - Talk by Roy Cropley &
Chris Branch
Chingford Horticultural Hall

Divisional Contacts:

philandritawilson@sky.com

To contact a local Division:

Braintree: Colleen Chamberlain 01279 876 333 Chelmsford: Margaret Clay 01245 350 117
Colchester: Morag Chase 01206 522 576
Harlow:

Pauline Tidmas 01279 441 941

D.H. & Maldon: Carlie Mayes 01245 381 577
Epping Forest: Robin Harman 07971 237 312

Annual Dinner

Romford: Pat Allen 01708 220 897

- Constitutional Club, Braintree

Southend: Martyn Davis martyndavisbees@gmail.com

EBKA Annual General Meeting

Essex Beekeeper Magazine:

Saffron Walden: Jane Ridler 01799 218 023

Editor:

Jean Smye,

email: jsmye@sky.com

Advertising:

Curtis Thompson

email: advertising@ebka.org
tel. 07809 562 045

Tba -

Web site:

Nick Holmes

email: webmaster@essexbeekeepers.com

The Link, Rainsford Road, Chelmsford CM1 2XB

Distribution and Mailing Secretary:

Room E06 at Writtle College, Lordship Road,
Chelmsford, CM1 3RP (opposite Garden Centre)
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Monday

March

7.30pm

19

Wednesday

Dengie 100

March

7.30pm

& Maldon

20

Thursday

Epping

Swarm Control

March

7.30pm

Forest

Chingford Horticultural Hall

Chelmsford

President of EBKA Eric Fenner

Trustees:

Mary Heyes

‘NEW’ email address

tel. 01702 588 009

Creams, Lotions & portions

Regional Bee Inspectors for EBKA Region:

The Norton PH, Cold Norton CM3 6JE

Epping Forest and Romford Divisions (excluding Brentwood):
Julian Parker
julian.parker@fera.gsi.gov.uk
tel. 07775 119 469 ‘NEW’
All other Divisions:
Keith Morgan keith.morgan@fera.gsi.gov.uk
tel. 01485 520 838 or 07919 004 215

Cover Photograph - description on page 13
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The views expressed in any article are those of the authors
and do not necessarily represent the views of the EBKA.
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MANUKA HONEY FRAUD UNCOVERED.
‘MORE SOLD THAN MADE’.

SURPRISED?

New Zealand's NZ$120-million manuka honey sector is in crisis as
tests around the world find the product often has nothing but price to
set it apart from other honey. All manuka honey comes from New
Zealand and Unique Manuka Factor Honey Association research
shows 1,700 tonnes produced each year. But 1,800 tonnes of
"manuka" honey is sold in Britain alone each year with as much as
10,000 tonnes sold worldwide.
Of the 73 samples of honey tested by the association, 41 failed to
show the non-peroxide activity (NPA) claimed for manuka honey.
Hong Kong authorities found 14 of 55 manuka honey samples tested
were adulterated with syrup. Other tests found some of the honey
was not even manuka.
The ‘New Zealand Herald’ reports that the UK's Food and
Environment Research Agency (Fera) tested a small sample of five
brands of manuka honey from shop shelves. Only one, made by the
biggest manuka honey producer, was up to standard. The other four
showed no detectable non-peroxide activity, the anti-bacterial
properties special to manuka honey. Fera then issued a nationwide
warning about misleading claims on the labels of manuka honey jars.
Manuka honey can command prices many times higher than other
types of honey because of its enhanced anti-bacterial properties and
the New Zealand Food Safety Minister warned that the NZ
government and the honey industry need to move quickly to set an
international labelling standard. A spokesperson for the NZ Honey
Association said "There is potentially huge fraud. There are higher
and ever-increasing volumes of honey labelled as manuka which are
not manuka. We knew we sold more 'manuka' overseas than has
ever been produced . . . we've been spending everything we've got to
work out how to stop this fraud. We should have done it sooner."

‘to e or not to e’?
Last year a proposition was put to the CEC that a working party be
formed to consider the viability of distributing the Essex Beekeeper
magazine electronically.
The working party has presented their report to the CEC. It was clear
that a great deal of thought had gone into the report which was well
considered and balanced. The decision was made at the CEC that
Divisional trials would be carried out to assess what the members
would opt for. It was suggested that perhaps the best way to ask the
question would be a simple tick on the Divisional renewal form for
either a paper or an electronic version.
If you decide to continue with a paper copy then nothing will change
for you. If you determine to receive an electronic version, then the
trial for this starts in April. Paper copies will continue until then. It
was felt that as the Essex Beekeeper forms one of the member
benefits and the production cost and postage is included in your
annual subscription, the decision as to which version is received rests
with the individual member.
In order that members have the opportunity to attend meetings of
their own and other Divisions, the County Mailing Secretary sends the
Essex Beekeeper to Divisions well before the 1st of each month. The
Essex Beekeeper will be available within the Members area of the
EBKA website on the 1st of the month in two formats: 1) A version
that you may download in a ‘book’ format to read in your armchair
(this will be suffixed ’book format’), or 2) A version that you may read
online (this will be suffixed ‘online format’).
Each Division needs to appoint someone to keep tabs on the
numbers opting for the digital or the paper options, in order to report
back to the CEC at the end of the trial period. The results of the trial
will be assessed at the end of the year.

Alan Harman in ‘Catch the Buzz’ from Bee Culture – the magazine of
American beekeeping
August 2013

Reminder - the password for access to the EBKA members area is:
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ted hooper

Chairman’s Report for 2013
Richard Ridler - Chair EBKA Central Executive Committee
The exceptionally long and cold winter resulted in about twice the
average winter colony losses but the excellent summer that followed
enabled our bees to recover and produce a far better honey crop than
in 2012.
Honey bees continue to attract much media attention and sympathy.
Essex members starred with their bees in two national programmes,
the Antiques Roadshow (Richard Alabone and Roy Hardwicke) and
Inside Out (Deryck Johnson). Several members spoke on radio
programmes and as usual many members addressed groups and
schools.
The exceptional growth in our membership of the last four years has
slowed which is something of a relief although we are always pleased
to welcome new members. As a result we have been able to invest
more time in developing the skill and knowledge of our existing
members. 45 passed the BBKA basic assessment. All our members
should have this level of competence and we will continue to
encourage everyone to take ‘the basic’. The number of members
studying for BBKA module exams remains small but we hope to
provide classes in 2014 to encourage and support more members to
further their knowledge beyond the basic level.
We ran very successful advanced courses in Queen Rearing and
Microscopy for our more experienced members with the expectation
that those attending would in due course encourage and train others.
We plan to continue county level courses for our experienced
members in 2014.
Our Annual Conference hosted by Epping Forest was a sell-out and
the speakers were excellent. Our Annual Honey Show as part of the
Barleylands Country Show was also a great success and much
enjoyed by the many members of the public who visited it despite the
poor weather.

The cocktail of pheromones coupled with the scent from the forage
being brought in gives each colony a unique odour and, if our noses
are sensitive enough, a smell like bananas when a colony is opened
is a good sign, but the smell of pear drops means, ‘leave them alone
and walk away.’
The balance of numbers between house bees and foragers is
controlled by pheromones; the juvenile hormone increases in foragers
and so suppresses the maturing of house and nurse bees; fewer
foragers means less juvenile hormone and the consequent quicker
maturing of the house bees to make up the forager numbers.
The ‘dance floor’ near the entrance to the hive is saturated with short
term lasting pheromones so if the dance floor is moved, the bees
move with it; but only for 24 hours. By then the pheromone will have
been lost and a new dance floor back near the entrance will have
been created. Also the ‘waggle dance’ has about a 5 degree
accuracy so the dancing bee will fly back to the source laying a
pheromone trail to ensure accurate location.

Larval pheromones inform nurse bees of the stage of development of
the larva and consequent nutritional requirements and also when the
cell needs capping. This ingenious and complicated system of control
by scents was admirably described by Dr Davies.

Cover photograph
This is definitely not Essex or even England, it did however make me
smile, so I hope it will chase away some of the winter doldrums. The
photograph was taken by Andrew Paisley of Taunton & District Beekeepers (via ebees) whilst in the Le Jardin du ‘Luxembourg’ in Paris.
The questioned asked at the end of the article is - Imagine a scene
like this in an English park with the public in close proximity!

It’s a great pity that more members don’t attend the Conference and
support the Show, those that do return year after year because they
find them so worthwhile.

Hopefully, with the colonies being so public there would be less
concerns about theft and vandalism. I can’t help wondering what
happens though on inspection days and removing the supers, etc.,
etc.
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Pheromones
Report by Peter Darley
- Bournemouth & Dorset South Beekeepers Association
(via ebees)
Report on a talk given in November by Ivor Davies, a physicist turned
beekeeper. Dr Davies’s talk began by saying that if we could smell
pear drops and bananas we would be better bee-keepers. Read on
to find out why …...
Pheromones are semiochemicals and are one of three types of
semiochemicals:
pheromones, which are intraspecific;
Allomones, which help each other, and
kairomones, used by predators to the
disadvantage of the producer.
There is some thought that inside the hive the bees ‘shut down’ their
eyes, their visual perception, as there is no need for it. Pheromones
come in two types. ‘Primers’ which affect the bees’ physiology, have
a low vapour pressure and provide a long term control; and
‘Releasers’, which are instant are made of volatile compounds and
provoke a short term reaction.
Transmission of pheromones is by glands on various parts of the
body and they are received mainly by the antennae, but also by pegs
on the feet. Whereas a worker may have 3,000 receptor cells, a
queen 5,000 cells, the drone has 30,000 cells and an extra antennal
segment to carry all these sensors.
Queen pheromone differs with different queens and on emergence a
queen has no queen pheromone so is completely ignored by the
colony as a queen. As she matures and develops pheromones,
eventually the workers force her from the hive to get mated. Also a
swarm will, by different concentrations of the different pheromones,
balance itself to give a better representation of bees of all ages. The
scout bees that lead the swarm to the new home, and fly through the
swarm to give a visual direction, also release scent from the Nasonov
gland laying a scent trail as well.
12

The first research funded by us in co-operation with other
Associations in the area has been completed. The aim of the
research carried out by Ricky Kather was to find out how Varroa
deceives the bees in our hives enabling them to cohabit. We expect
to be co-funding another research very soon.
Our Saffron Walden Division has been working with Takeley Primary
School who I’m proud to report are one of a tiny number of primary
schools where honey bees are an every day part of school life.
I must thank again all those who contribute to the running of our
Association. A huge amount of time and effort is put in and I firmly
believe that we have one of the best associations in the country.

What type of Hive?
Beekeping Tips No 32 by Pollinator
Honeybees will adapt to whatever space the beekeeper provides,
even a cardboard box, and the choice of hive made by a beekeeper is
purely to make management of the bees more suitable to personal
requirements. These requirements may be listed as:
(a) the weight of the hive components
(b) the management regime and
(c) whether the hives are going to be moved to crops in flower.
By far the most popular hive is the National. This is a non-standard
hive. However, the frames within the brood chamber body are to a
B.S (British Standard) 1300. Deep brood frame types are pre-fixed
‘DN’ in makers’ catalogues whereas shallow super frames are prefixed ‘SN’. Self-spacing deep frames such as the Hoffman (DN4),
with a maximum of 11 frames can be accommodated. However, it is
preferable to use 10 deep frames and a dummy board as it means
that access is then easier to cut through the inevitable brace comb
between the frames and the brood chamber body. Since super
frames are not examined in normal circumstances, there is no need
for a dummy board in the shallow super body. Also there is no need
for Hoffman frames in the supers, so avoid this unnecessary expense.
5

Space super frames (a) by eye, (b) using castellated runners or (c)
using plastic ends. Use wide spacers on alternate SN frames to get
close spacing. When drawn out and filled with honey some may be
removed for extraction and those remaining can then take wide
spacers on all frames and the wider spacing makes for later comb
proud of the frame so that uncapping becomes easier than on narrow
spaced frames where the cappings are sometimes below the level of
the woodwork.

workers.
The queen mandibular glands produce a mix of
9-oxodec-2-enoic acid (9-ODA) and 9-hydroxy- 2-enoic acid (9-HDA).
9-ODA is essential for swarming, and attracting drones to DCAs. The
queen also secretes pheromones from tarsal glands (near her feet)
and tergite glands on the upper surface of her abdomen. The Dufour
gland (located near to her sting) secretes pheromones that signal
fertility and the fecundity of the queen. The Koschevnikov gland (near
the sting) probably attracts workers to the queen.

The normal DN4 has a 432mm top bar and two 215mm sidebars.
The SN shallow has a 432mm top bar and two 140mm sidebars.

Health and problems:
Queens are generally very healthy but
they are susceptible to Nosema, black queen cell virus, acarine and
other multiple types of viruses. Nosema infection in the queen can
cause early supersedure and Queen problems. Having a successful
queen depends on her overcoming a number of hurdles – initial
survival, mating flight survival, having a successful mating flight, not
being superseded, and not being accidentally killed by a beekeeper
during an inspection. Drones need to be fit if they are to mate
successfully with a queen. They also need to be in sufficient numbers
at the DCA, and have sufficient sperm number and activity.

Some beekeepers prefer the extra deep brood frame which has
304mm sidebars. This, of course, is much heavier to handle during
inspections and for it to be filled full of brood it demands a very prolific
laying queen. Otherwise it gets filled up with honey that should be
put in the super above … so less for the beekeeper! Good queens
can be well catered for in the standard DN4 frames from April through
August. From September, and before feeding, an empty drawn
shallow super is best added above the deep box in order to give
space to store the winter feed given by the beekeeper. Come March
of the following year the queen excluder should be inserted between
the deep and the shallow, making sure that the queen is in the box
below the shallow at this time. If the brood is left to occupy a brood
and shallow box it increases the likelihood of the colony swarming,
because there are twenty-two frames to inspect for incipient queen
cells every ten days if using clipped queens and it also reduces the
honey crop to be taken by the beekeeper. A minimum of 3 shallow
supers will be required for honey.

The others above are larger and therefore heavier and seem heavier
still as the beekeeper gets older! I would not use a top bar hive other
than as an experiment as any honey has to be cut out and squeezed
through muslin to get run honey. Not a system to be recommended.

Varroa has a number of bad effects on the drones. For example,
Varroa mites feed on mainly protein from the haemolymph of drones,
which reduces drone fitness, suppresses the drone’s immune
response, and lowers its sperm count. Drones may also die from the
effects of viruses transmitted by Varroa. Annoyingly, acaridae
chemicals used to treat Varroa can have an adverse effect on both
drones and queens. But we need to put this into context – even if half
of the queen’s stored sperm are destroyed there is still a large
number remaining (around 2.5–3 million). It’s important to note that
there may also be a cumulative effect of these chemicals in old wax of
the combs in our hives – hence beekeepers are encouraged to
replace old comb to help reduce the risk of degeneration of the early
formed eggs (called oocytes) in her ovaries. However, Royal Jelly
provides some protection to the queen; it contains peptide defences
and can protect against some diseases. Varroa is not usually much
of a problem for queens because of the post-capping period being
short (eight days). Royal jelly also has a repellent effect on Varroa
mites, and methyl oleate, produced by queen larvae, has a miterepellent effect.
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Other hives to consider are the WBC, the Langstroth, the Dadant, the
Commercial and the Smith. The WBC is a doubled walled hive and I
have known vermin and swarms to reside in the space between the
walls. It is also the most irregular in dimensions, although it is the
hive that most non-beekeepers recognise as a beehive.

From p 7/
Celia emphasized that the queen should never be
handled by picking her up by her abdomen – this could do severe
harm to her egg-laying capabilities.
Birth and mating:
The early life of the queen is different to that
of the worker. Egg laid in a queen cup: 3 days, Larva (5 moults): 8
days. The developing queen larva is fed exclusively on royal jelly.
The composition of royal jelly (a form of brood food) is 60–70% water,
12– 15% protein, 10–12%.carbohydrate, and 3–7% lipids. There are
also traces of minerals and vitamins. It is a complete food for the
larvae, and can also be called ‘bee milk’. Royal jelly is produced in
paired hypopharyngeal and mandibular glands in the heads of
workers. The hypopharyngeal glands have high protein levels,
especially of the major royal jelly proteins.
Emergence:
The queen emerges at day 15 into the hive, and
there is now a period of upheaval – especially if there is more than
one queen in hive. During this time there is quite a lot of
communication between the worker bees. The free-running queens
in the hive ‘toot’, whilst those still in their cells ‘quack’. The workers
appear to regulate the release of swarms – a swarm will leave if there
is a quacking queen to leave behind. It’s important to note that virgin
queens are flighty, so looking in the hive during this period is
generally a bad idea. Eventually the one queen will settle down as
she takes over the colony. She will use her mandibles to tear down
any remaining queen cells and also fight with any emerging queens.
A queen mates only within the first month after emerging. She may
have a worker escort to and from the drone congregation area (DCA).
At the DCA she mates with around 10–20 drones, and retains about
10% of the sperm from each drone mating. At the end of this mating
she retains around 5–6 million sperm in her spermatheca and uses
about 200,000 sperm per season. It takes around four or five days
after mating for the queen to come into lay.

Do bear in mind that whichever type of hive you decide on do not mix
types as that complicates management because components are not
generally interchangeable. The National takes the same size supers
as the Commercial and this is helpful to know if purchasing secondhand.
Finally, the best timber to use is Western Red Cedar as it lasts a
lifetime, does not require paint and thus breathes and helps reduce
condensation within the hive. Bees can stand the cold but not damp
boxes. No need for quilts as these harbour vermin and other insects.

The World of the Queen
Celia Davis
BBKA Convention — 2012 [courtesy of ebees]
Paul Schofield summarises a talk given by Celia Davis at the BBKA
Spring Convention. Celia began her talk by reflecting that recently
there has been a lot of talk about ‘problems’ with queens – they were
failing, laying drones, or being superseded. Why? Is this different to
normal? In most cases they are not problems but more due to lack of
knowledge by beekeepers about the lifecycle of the queen. Celia
wanted to address five specific topics.

Queen pheromones:
Glands which produce these were
discovered by Colin Butler at Rothamsted Research laboratories in
the 1950s. Pheromones are essential to cohesion of the colony. The
pheromone profile changes with time as the queen ages. By around
seven months old they are tailing off, making her less attractive to her

Anatomy:
The most distinctive feature of the queen is her
large abdomen containing sizeable ovaries. A queen has a functional
sperm store (called a spermatheca), specialized queen pheromones,
bigtoothed mandibles (only used to kill other queens), and a curved
sting with very few barbs. In contrast the (female) worker bee doesn’t
as a rule lay eggs. Instead the worker has wax glands, pollen
collecting kit, worker pheromones, spoon-shaped mandibles, a
straight barbed sting, more sense organs, more eye facets (called
ommatidia), and a long proboscis to reach into flowers for nectar
collection. Bees are therefore adapted for their functions and in many
ways the worker bee can be considered to be much more
complicated than the queen. The queen’s abdomen is virtually filled
with two ovaries (150–180 egg tubes, called ovarioles, per ovary),
connected via two lateral oviducts to the spermatheca.
A
spermathecal gland secretes substances to nourish the sperm. /p10
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Essex Beekeepers’ Association
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Proposition from the CEC:
The CEC proposes that…
If the subscription of a renewing member is paid after the
deadline date for renewal currently in force, then a penalty
charge may be made to cover the extra administration
costs of handling the subscription.
The amount of the penalty charge would be at the
discretion of the Division.
The background to his proposition is that late payers cause
much wasted time and effort for a number of people, within
both BBKA and EBKA. The current deadline for payment is
28th February, so the renewing member has two months
grace in which to renew. During this time he or she will be
receiving benefits in good faith on the assumption that
membership will be renewed. As most divisions distribute
the new subscription forms well before the end of the year
before, in practice every member has three months in which
to renew.
If a subscription has not been renewed by the deadline, then
the member must be removed from the BBKA register to
avoid the division being obliged to pay capitation. If the
member then chooses to renew, the register must be
changed again to reinstate the entry.
All of this is
unnecessary work for the BBKA, for the EBKA Membership
Secretary, and for the Divisional Officers.
In addition to this, there are implications for Bee Diseases
Insurance cover for other members if the late payer has a
hive in a shared apiary.
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2013 Conference Report:
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2014 Conference Preview:
Southend Division
Installation of 2014 Presiding Officer & Reading from the
Book of Commemoration

134th Annual General Meeting to be held
on Saturday 1st March 2014
starting at 2pm
at Room E06 of Writtle College, Lordship Road, Chelmsford,
CM1 3RP (opposite Garden Centre)
AGENDA
1

Apologies for absence

2

Minutes of the 133rd AGM

3

Report from the Chairman of the Central Executive Committee
(CEC) - see page 4 of this edition.

4

General Treasurer’s Report & Approval of the 2013 Accounts

5

Written reports from other members of the CEC

6

Election of President

7

Election of County Officers (Trustees)
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer

8
9
10

11

Notification of the 2014 Divisional Voting Members and 2015
Presiding Officer
Notification of County Life Memberships conferred by the CEC
Election of County (non-Trustee) Appointees
BBKA Delegate
Editor (The Essex Beekeeper)
Examinations Secretary
NHS Delegate
EBKA Show Secretary
Spray & Disease Committee Delegate
Confirmation of Accounts Examiner
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Epping Forest Division

Following the AGM:
Refreshments, kindly provided by Southend Division.
Talk (speaker to be confirmed)
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